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About the Speaker
Jake Aliker is a renowned Performance Coach. He mainly coaches
athletes, and with his experience of working with individuals in combat sports, Rugby, Formula 1, he has developed an excellent
understanding of high-performance environments.



He is the former personal Performance Coach to Max Verstappen F1 Driver for Red Bull Racing. At present, he works across multiple
disciplines

in

motorsport

and

is

growing

his

developmental

coaching company - Force and Grace.



Jake believes that world-class performance can take many forms.
Operating

at

the

edge

of

one’s

mentally is often a path to success,

capacity

both

physically

and

interestingly, this is not always

the case. With this as the core of his trainings and workshops, he
helps

individuals

reject

the

limitations

of

pressure,

fear

and

uncertainty and instead prepares them for it.


GIVING YOUR TEENAGER
AN EDGE: Inner
Leadership Webinar with
Jake Aliker & Des Sheehy

Virtual Workshops
Modelling High-Performance

60 mins each workshop
30 Pax Max per Session

3 VIRTUAL interactive SESSIONS
SUITABLE FOR CORPORATES

OVERVIEW
Modelling high performance can and should be a very
subjective matter. High-performance behaviours can be
realized and experienced every day from high-pressure tasks
at work to nurturing the relationships, we want with
ourselves and those closest to us. Being locked down in our
homes, towns and cities these past 3-5 months, we have had
the mirror held up, showing what our priorities have been,
how they have changed and how we want to be together, as
individuals, families, workforce and global community.



Central to the philosophy of Force and Grace is ‘apply to self
first’, echoing sentiments of Gandhi's famous quote "Be the
change you want to see in the world'.


At the end of these sessions, you will walk away with the
knowledge of how to model techniques from
high-performance sport and developmental coaching to
reframe old habits and take control of your performance in
everyday life. 


Join Jake as he shares practical strategies and anecdotes
from the high octane world of Formula 1 and how you can
use them right now to be in the driving seat and winning
your race.
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RESILIENCE IN THE FACE OF ANXIETY - THE THINKING 

A Workshop on turning anxiety to your potential


Anxiety is the body's tuning fork of your highest potential.

Can you do anxiety about things that are not possible for
you?


- This session offers the opportunity to reframe our
relationship with anxiety and move towards it to develop a
leading-edge. 


Takeaway -  

- Anxiety is a skill; it has a positive intention: to reveal a
possibility. Know anxiety as your potential.

RESPONSE-ABILITY - THE FEELING

A Workshop on taking control of our actions


Our response-ability comes from the present mature version
of ourselves we are today, right at this very moment. When
we react, we are re-enacting, a previous version of ourself. 

Communication differs form one state to another. Our ability
to recognise and manage our states is essential.


- This workshop will look at how we can develop
resourcefulness to help make mature choices in the moment
and be response-able for our actions.

- The 7 A's of State mastery, Anchoring & collapsing pattern


Takeaway -  

- Psychological maturity & understanding the Super-Ego

- State-accessing, amplifying, anchoring

- The responsibility meta programme - Master your emotion
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BREATHE TO WIN - THE DOING

A Workshop on achieving higher state of self by
controlling breathing patterns


Breathwork has become increasingly more mainstream
over the past decade. Learning breathwork patterns can
help us operate at higher levels of consciousness and
health. It helps to manage our state - our mind, body and
an emotional energy field.


- Nasal breathing: breath light to breathe right.

- Breathing for longevity 

- Walking, humming and shaking heads - Test our BOLT
score

- Get up and get down - Sports performance, the big
stage and T-CUP 

- Live demonstrations and model the preparation of
Formula 1 drivers before qualifying


Takeaway -  

- Breathing patterns for realizing a higher state of self

- Model Formula 1 racing qualifying preparation


About Us
Inner Leadership is a joint project initiated by two people: Kathy Lim
Sheehy and Chade-Meng Tan, with the vision of bringing mindfulness and
meditation to modern leaders in Asia.



Through open dialogues, presentations and conversations about
mindfulness and meditation, we hope to cultivate enlightened leaders who
perceive leadership in terms of other people rather than themselves,
encouraging them to focus on their responsibility to others rather than on
exercising personal power, and enriching their work and relationships in
the process. A core way we hope to do so is by educating people about
“selfless attention”, which enables one to focus on others rather than one’s
own ego, and allows for a clearer perception of the world around oneself.


This summit marks the beginning of our journey to bring mindfulness to
leaders all across Asia. We’ve invited thought leaders such as Barry Kerzin,
Barbara Fredrickson, Daniel Cordaro, Ng Kok Song, and Greg and Crystal
Lim-Lange to share their personal journeys in relation to mindfulness, and
the philosophies that make them effective in their work and everyday lives.

Contact Us
www.innerleadership.global

@innerleadership2020

info@innerleadership.global

/innerleadership2020

Vidhi Kakkar | +65 8611-2750


/innerleadership
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